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Editorial
The time is drawing near! The world’s
premier welding trade fair will soon be
upon us once again. The intensive
preparations for this major event have
paid off handsomely at Fronius: A slew
of brand-new developments will be
unveiled in Essen, each more exciting
than the other. But it’s not just a lot of
the products that are new, but also – as

you can see right now – our presentation
style. weld+vision – our magazine for our
clients and partners – has been given a
thorough makeover. Just like our welding
systems, we’ve made our magazine
“user-friendlier”, too. The contents now
follow a fixed arrangement which will
make it easier for you, the reader, to find
your way around future issues. For

example, under the heading
“Totally R & D”, you’ll find information
about our latest developments. Other
sections will include: “Case studies”,
“The company”, “Looking back”,
“In-house” etc. The contents will always
have a technological emphasis – as you
would expect from a technology leader.
The format is handier, yet also more
exclusive. Its layout has been redesigned
so that “speed-readers” can quickly scan
it to pick up the key information, while
“depth readers” will still find plenty to
get their teeth into. In fact, the latter will
even be pointed to extra material on
many of the articles in the Internet. By
the way, talking of “fast” and “slow”:
This issue’s cover title is “speed”. As the
introduction on the next page points out,
high speed often needs to be examined
in a more critical light, and sometimes
we should even have the courage to
deliberately slow down. Wishing you an
enjoyable read with this first new-look
edition of weld+vision.
Your Fronius Team
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From acceleration to
deceleration
IN THE NEW CUSTOMER CARE CONCEPT F.I.R.S.T.,
THE CLOCKS TICK TO A DIFFERENT BEAT

In today’s fast-lived day and age, where
high speed dominates our lives and is

F.I.R.S.T.: A mixture of
acceleration and deceleration

All in all, this will leave a computed value
of 20 % more time for the valuable,
indeed vital, contacts with the customer.

made out to be the only worthwhile
value, it may seem rather odd, at first

You only have so much time. If you start

The Vienna branch is currently serving as

glance, to talk of “deceleration”. Even

devoting more time to one thing, there’ll

the first test market for F.I.R.S.T.

more so when you consider that the

be that much less time left for everything

topic Fronius will be emphasising in

else. It’s no different with Fronius

In a nutshell, F.I.R.S.T. “decelerates”:

Essen will be “maximum speed”, namely

customer care. Whether it’s talking with

- conversations

welding at the speed of light – the

customers, demonstrations, training-

- elaborating optimum solutions

ultimate in acceleration, in other words.

courses, drawing up offers, working out

- demonstrations

F.I.R.S.T – the Fronius International

optimum solutions etc., Fronius will be

- training

Relations Supply Team – is both of these

taking more time in future.

things in one.

This will only be possible, though, if

at the same time as it “accelerates”:

things like service, maintenance,

- services

plus ultra”. There are some things in our

calibration, spare-part deliveries etc.

- spare-part deliveries

lives that we actually quite like taking a

take less time, i.e. function even more

- maintenance

little more time over. Or is your idea of a

efficiently than they do already. And this

- calibration services

nice evening meal with good friends one

is what is now starting to happen. On the

- the procurement of information and

that’s over and done with in next to no

one hand, things are being accelerated,

time? Quite. And it’s no different in the

and on the other hand, decelerated – in

business sphere either. In some

both cases enhancing the quality of

Incidentally, our stand in Essen will be

situations, it’s important to have more

customer care for all our customers.

complete with a Schweissercafe

For high speed is not always the “non

(“Welders’ Café”), to which we invite you

time.
For Fronius, this means contact with
customers. Good relationships with

knowledge for staff

F.I.R.S.T.: 20 % more
time for our customers

to come and tell us what you think about
the new F.I.R.S.T. customer-care concept.
If you’ve got questions or any other

customers don’t just happen overnight.
What we need here is the courage to

To achieve these goals, Fronius is doing

suggestions, why not drop in for a

slow down. Keep on reading, and you’ll

a lot of development work on its sales

cup of coffee?

see that this is no empty talk, but

and distribution structures, starting in

something we have openly committed

Austria, with the following three core

ourselves to and which will result in

elements: Service Centre, Sales Team,

resolute onward development and

Schweissercafe (see box on next page

willingness to learn:

for details of the new concept).

The company
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The new F.I.R.S.T.
concept:
The new F.I.R.S.T. sales concept aims to
ensure the same high standard of
Fronius services throughout the world.
With three concerted modules that can
be replicated anywhere. F.I.R.S.T. unites
these three core elements into a single
whole:
Service Centre:
The aim here is to shorten the turnaround times for various types of
services, yet with the same high quality.
Also, the Service Centre will be on call
24h a day, as well as offering
maintenance of entire systems. The
attraction for Austrian customers here is
that in future it will be possible to carry
out 90 % of this work on the spot in
Vienna – instead of only 60 % hitherto,
e.g. service, maintenance, spare-part
deliveries, calibration etc.

Fronius 2001

Sales Team:

Schweissercafe:

The first aim here is to have more
“quality time” for customers – a huge
20 % more, in fact. And secondly, to
allocate every customer a highly capable
team that is responsible for this
customer and this customer’s
satisfaction. You will continue to have a
main contact person to look after you,
but also a team that is every bit as
familiar with you and with your wishes
and concerns. It’s a proven fact that
groups achieve better results than
individuals working on their own. Also, in
this way, it is always the customer’s
interests which are to the fore, and not
those of any one individual. In future, the
sales teams will have 20 % more time for
advisory work, training, demonstrations,
and elaborating optimum solutions.

The “Welders’ Café” aims to promote
internal technical communication and
facilitate the exchange of experience and
knowledge. The two avant-garde
architects Eichinger or Knechtl have
created just the right environment for
this. Both the room set-up and the
intranet/extranet provide salespromoting information such as the
results of welding trials, references,
welded samples, demonstrations of
client-welded components etc. Data are
gathered by many different units in the
company, both nationally and
internationally, pooled and made
available to a wide group of staff.

The company
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Getting down to
business: An interview
with Klaus Fronius

Designed in avant-garde style by the architects Eichinger
or Knechtl, the “Schweissercafes” (“Welders’ Cafés”) are
the ideal place to get together and “talk shop”

w+v: Mr Fronius, the F.I.R.S.T. concept
opens up an exciting new
approach to communicationsdriven customer care. What started
it all?
K.F.: We aspire to be the World N° 1 in
arc welding. To do this, we have to
be able to adapt to the market and
move with it. In terms of the quality
of our information, our customer
care and our service offerings,
F.I.R.S.T covers this clear mandate
to our project teams very well.
How the teams will put this
mandate into practice, and what
results they will arrive at in the
process, is entirely up to them –
this is an essential characteristic of
our style of working at Fronius.
w+v: Being Number 1 in the world – isn’t
this aiming rather high?
K.F: Yes, but we have an excellent
starting position. Fronius can point
to sustained and indeed massive
growth over the past several years
– in fact, by around 2005 we shall
have doubled our present turnover!
w+v: When it comes to innovative
developments, Fronius has proved
itself to be a trailblazer, over and
over again.
K.F.: Yes. And there’s no doubt in my
mind that with F.I.R.S.T., we’ve
come up yet again with something
of a showpiece.
w+v: Where do we go from here?
K.F.: F.I.R.S.T. is currently undergoing
field trials in Austria, in Vienna, and
being “fine-tuned”. Following this,
we shall be presenting the concept
to our sales subsidiaries and –
where desired – to our sales
partners and representatives as
well. What’s more, it is an openended concept that can be
extended for e.g. the weldingautomation field or for industrycentre solutions.
w+v: Finally, one more quick question:
What expectations do you have of
the new structure?
K.F.: Maximum long-term customer
satisfaction.
(w+v = weld+vision, K.F. = Klaus Fronius)

The company
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Streaking ahead
at the speed
of light
INVITATION TO THE WORLD PREMIÈRE
OF LASERHYBRID WELDING

Fronius 2001
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In Essen, the state of the art
in materials-joining technology
will be presented: The new,
indeed hyper-modern
LaserHybrid weld process.
This will be the first
presentation to the wider
public of what Fronius has
been researching on
intensively for the past three
years.

LaserHybrid welding merges the
conventional laser-beam process with

The whole is more than
the sum of its parts

MIG welding in such a way as to exploit
the advantages of both technologies and

For this reason, the developers at

enable new heights of performance.

Fronius used a hybrid process and

Industry’s call for more power, higher

combined laser-beam welding with MIG

efficiency and better quality applies just

welding. This means that the laser beam

as much to welding, of course. In

and the arc act jointly in one welding

materials-joining technology, high speed

zone, and influence and support one

plays a crucial rôle – but then so does

another.

good gap bridgeability. Using
conventional welding processes, it is not

The two processes are characterised as

possible to have both of these at once:

follows:

While classic laser welding certainly
makes for very high welding speeds, the
small focus-diameter means that the
bridgeability remains very limited. On the
other hand, the well-established MIG
welding process is characterised by
good gap bridgeability, but cannot
manage the required speeds.

- the arc welding process is a low-cost
energy source;
- characterised by good gap bridgeability
and
- scope for influencing the weld-zone
structure with the filler metal;
- the laser-beam process stands out for
its deep penetration,
- permits high welding speeds, and
- results in low thermal stresses and
- a narrow seam
By merging both these processes, the
following synergies result:
- Process stabilisation due to the

Gas nozzle

interaction between the arc and the
laser light, so that almost spatter-free

Laser beam

Electrode

welding becomes possible.
- Better gap bridgeability

Pulsed arc

- Because the weld pool is smaller than
in the arc process, there is less thermal
input and thus a smaller heat-affected
zone. This means less weldment
distortion, and less post-weld

Fusion zone

straightening work.
- Shorter fabrication times

Schematic representation of LaserHybrid welding
process

Title
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Laser applications in the
automobile industry

Audi provided the impetus

In the early to mid-1980’s, the first laser

It will come as no surprise, then, to learn

applications started to be used in the

that the impetus behind the development

automobile industry. All major automobile

of the LaserHybrid process also came

manufacturers currently make serial use

from a car-maker – from Audi’s

of lasers. For welding applications, the

Neckarsulm plant, in 1998. Audi had

Nd: YAG laser is frequently used:

already amassed a great deal of

Particularly in 3D welding on the

experience with laser, and joined with the

bodywork, this laser has clear

Fronius experts to research and work on

advantages and can also manage power

the new process. Just one year later, the

outputs of up to 4 kW on the workpiece.

process was already being developed for

In today’s automobile industry, what

use on VW’s new people carrier. For the

counts is not only the ever more

trials that were needed here, a mobile

stringent quality and safety requirements

4 kW laser was set up on the Fronius

and maximum economy, but also

plant site by one of the Fraunhofer

process dependability, ease of handling

research institutes. The bundled light

and – increasingly – stylistically attractive

was transported into the lab through an

joins in the direct or indirect field of

optical fibre cable using a flexible

vision. And particularly when it comes to

0.6 mm fibre. The trials more than

seam geometry, there are huge

satisfied all expectations, with the result

differences in penetration behaviour

that VW opted to use the LaserHybrid

between laser, MIG and LaserHybrid, as

process.

the following schematic representation

LaserHybrid: Live in Essen

makes clear:

For the Essen fair, the entire test rig will
also be packed up as a mobile unit, then
set up next-door to the Fronius stand. In
a 50 m long fibre optic cable with a
LASER
PL : 2000W
Vd : –
Vs : 1m/min

LASERHYBRID
PL : 1500W
Vd : 11m/min
Vs : 1m/min

MIG
PL : –
Vd : 5.5m/min
Vs : 1m/min

diameter of 600 micrometres, the laser
beam is projected to the workpiece at
the speed of light. The spectator can
watch a robot performing welding on the
workpiece at 8.1 m/min: All the main
types of welding seam will be
demonstrated on aluminium: Lap welds,
fillet welds, butt welds, corner welds –
both linear and non-linear.

Comparison of weld-seam geometry
PL: Laser power, Vd: Wirefeed speed, Vs: Welding speed

Fronius 2001
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Lasers – yesterday,
today, tomorrow:
LASER is the abbreviation of “Light
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation”.
The history of the laser beam goes back
to 1960, when the first solid-state lasers
(ruby lasers) were used in the USA for
drilling diamonds.

Lap weld: Aluminium EN AW-6082 T6, thickness = 2 mm, filler metal: EN AW-Al Si5,
welding speed: 8.1 m/min, energy input per unit-length: 730J/cm

A brief look at the
LaserHybrid process:

good accessibility to even difficult-toweld components. Furthermore, it is
constructed in such a way that it can be

The hybrid process is based on the

rotated through 180°, as well as allowing

following principle: The laser beam feeds

a generous vertical adjustment range

heat to the weld metal in addition to the

vis-à-vis the robot location fixture. The

heat from the arc, doing so in a process

integral adjustment device, with an

zone. This causes the processes to

external digital read-off unit, allows the

influence one another, to a different

arc to be varied vis-à-vis the laser beam

extent and in different ways. Also,

in all Cartesian directions, enabling the

depending on the application, the

welding process to be “fine-tuned” to

character of the overall process may be

take account of different weld-seam

determined to a greater or lesser degree

preparations, welding powers, types and

either by the laser or by the arc. Both the

grades of wire. Attention has been paid

weld penetration depth and the welding

to something else as well: To prevent

speed are greater in the “combined”

weld-spatter from soiling the protective

process than when either of the

glass, a cross-jet is used to divert the

processes is used on its own. The

spatter so that it can be vacuumed off

LaserHybrid process can be used for

through an exhaust-air duct.

welding aluminium, steel, galvanised
steel and stainless steels up to
thicknesses of 4 mm.
Specially designed for the

If you’re interested, you can find
more information on the LaserHybrid
welding process at

LaserHybrid process, of course, the

www.fronius.com/welding.

welding head has the smallest possible

technology/focus.welding

geometrical dimensions, so as to ensure

In 1970, the first CO 2 laser to achieve an
output of a few 100 W appeared.
In 1975, there followed the first
solid-state lasers with an output of
a few W.
1980: Output starts to climb – 2 kW CO 2
lasers
1990: 1 kW solid-state lasers and 5 kW
CO 2 lasers
1995: 3 kW solid-state lasers and 25 kW
CO 2 lasers
In 2001, 6 kW solid-state lasers and
40 kW CO 2 lasers are already in
use.
Not only has the output power grown
rapidly, but there has also been a huge
increase in the areas of application.
Nowadays, for instance, laser is already
used in the medical field, for pulverising
gallstones and kidney-stones or for
correcting ametropia (a sight defect) by
means of corneal removal. There are also
many and varied applications in the
engineering field:
Materials processing:
Cutting, drilling, welding
Diode lasers in every CD player
Barcode tills in every supermarket
Laser pistols
Laser pointers
Measuring flow-velocities using laser
Doppler anemometry
Exhaust-gas analysis
Measuring the thickness of the ozone
layer
- and many other examples.
The first attempts to realise LaserHybrid
welding took place in the 1970’s at TWI
(The Welding Institute) and in Japan. The
laser outputs were still not big enough to
permit a breakthrough, however.
In the medium term, the conventional
lamp-pumped solid-state laser (max. 5 %
efficiency) will be superseded by the
diode-pumped solid-state laser (12 %)
and in the longer term, by the diode laser
(30 %).

Title
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A new dimension
in tank production
DIGITISED WELDING TECHNOLOGY AND
TIME-SAVING WORKPIECE HANDLING SYSTEMS
BOOST COMPETITIVENESS
True to its motto of “Think
global, act local” Fronius has
joined with Butting Edelstahlrohrservice of Schwedt/Oder
in Germany to build what is
probably the world’s most
thoroughly automated
production line for welding
large tanks and vessels.
Tank manufacture in
Schwedt/Oder
“Our goal was to grow at the same time as
boosting our quality – and this we certainly
have done. This latest DEM 7 m (EUR
3.6 m) investment will be of benefit
primarily to our customers and to the
Schwedt site” is how MD Dietmar
Schneider of tank & vessel specialist
Butting Edelstahlrohrservice sums up the
benefits of this technical innovation.
Schwedt, on the River Oder, is an
up-and-coming town that is the centre of
Germany’s paper industry and is also
home to petrochemicals, IT and chemicals
companies. Although it has only 1.5 % of
Brandenburg’s population, it accounts for a
giant 20 % of the province’s economy.

Fronius 2001

New production line enhances
level of automation
Visible from afar, the new and generously
planned works-building symbolises the
quantum leap that has taken place here
to advanced welding of large-scale tanks
and vessels. It has plenty of room for
what is the heart of the investment, with
a value of over DEM 1.5 m (EUR 0.77 m):
The new, 100 m long, all-through
production line. At the beginning of the
line, the travelling crane sets down the
4 mm to 30 mm thick and up to
3000 mm wide stainless-steel sheets on
dollies, and – in tandem with them – the
semis. The subsequent machining
operations, leading to the finished
transportable container, are performed in
a technically optimised workflow. This
innovation, which Fronius conceived and
implemented as the General Contractor,
reduces carrying distances, ancillary
times and workpiece handling to a
minimum. The result is impressive: Two
thirds of all machining operations are
now executed automatically. In
comparison with conventional tank and
vessel construction, the level of
automation has jumped by 100 %
overnight.

and consistently high weld-seam quality
are what characterises the irreversible
“Digital Revolution” that has taken place
at tank & vessel specialist Butting
Edelstahlrohrservice.
The first welding station on the
production line is the TIG and plasma
longitudinal-seam welder. In addition, the
second station (which is identical with
the third and final one) can be fitted with
MIG/MAG torches. As well as the torches
for the various processes, the welding
head also comprises the cold-wire feed,
the laser seam tracking system and two
cameras for setting the weld-seam
position and for quality control. This
advanced machine concept is rounded
off by the FPA 9000 sequential control
system with a remote-control facility and
two power sources: a PT 450 for plasma
and TIG welding with a wirefeed unit,
and a TransPuls Synergic 450 with a
robot interface and a display for
MIG/MAG welding.
The modern power-source management
system incorporates a large number of
updateable programs for ascertaining the
optimum welding parameters. In addition
to this, the user can not only send data

Computer-aided welding
technology produces
superior quality

via local networks, but also use them for

A further technical highlight is the

level of quality. The planners and

digitised and networked welding

engineering designers at Butting are now

technology, with TIG, plasma and

able to keep track of all production

MIG/MAG torches in one and the same

operations “just in time” – without even

welding head. Multi-process capability

leaving their offices!

sequential control. The limit values which
have to be specified for the system as a
whole ensure a high and reproducible

Case study
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Everything from Fronius –
incl. service
“What won us over was the thorough
consultation we received, the charm of
the unconventional but convincing
solution and its implementation by
applications experts, not to mention the
commitment shown by Fronius right
down to the last detail” is technical
manager Wolfgang Koj’s résumé of the
success of Butting’s collaboration with
general contractor Fronius. Since the
plant’s acceptance inspection at the
beginning of February 2001, the
technical manager and his Froniustrained staff have been making
practically all the program modifications
themselves. And whenever needed,
Karl-Heinz Harres – the customer adviser
and manager of the Berlin branch – is on
hand with help and advice.

Picture at top:
Horizontal circumferential-seam welder, travelled
longitudinally parallel to the process-flow,
complete with all necessary devices.

Picture at bottom right:
The FPA 9000 sequential control unit – with a
remote-control facility for addressing,
interrogating and documenting the 3 welding
processes – also has room on the circumferentialseam welder

Picture at bottom left:
Welding head with cold-wire feed on the crossslide support of the travelling boom.

Case study
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Full house –
all year round
FRONIUS TRAINING CENTRE PULLS IN THE CROWDS

Over 2500 visitors, some
1000 of them participants in
training-courses, and around
123 courses given – 2000
was a busy year at the
Fronius Training Centre.
The centre is in top form, and
its steep success curve
shows no signs of tapering
off. High time to tell you
something about it in Weld &
Vision!

Fronius 2001

The Training Centre has been running

are also very popular with our own staff.

since 1990, and is part of the Technology

We also receive many enquiries from

Centre. The Technology Centre itself has

customers and associates wanting to

a fourfold mission: Experimental welding

have their teams given theoretical and

(mostly at customer request, with a view

practical teaching by trained experts.

to working out optimum solutions for

Even firms that otherwise have no

particular welding problems), archiving of

contact with Fronius send their people

the resulting data, demonstrations and –

to us.

of course – training-courses.
These are carried out both externally

4 modern training rooms fitted out
with all manner of technical refinements,

and internally. For example, the entire

and 10 welding workplaces, are available

Fronius sales team is often to be found

all year round – and not only available,

at the training centre, being kept up to

but also intensively used. There are even

date on the latest technological

4 robots, specially for training and

developments. However, basic courses

experimental purposes.

In-house
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Current
training programme

tasks – for instance, the Centre now

takes care of their travel arrangements; it

offers courses on LaserHybrid welding.

organises evening events, draws up the

On top of this, there are also any number

course materials given to participants,

You can download the current training

of special seminars on e.g. stainless

documents their training results and is

programme from: www.fronius.com/

steel, aluminium, special problems, TWIN

always on hand to answer questions:

welding.technology/news.events when-

workshops etc. All courses are available

tech.center@fronius.com

ever you like.

in either English or German. Which

There is a huge variety of different

seminars will actually find their way onto

courses on offer: On welding technology,

the programme also depends upon the

on products, for service technicians and

experience of previous years and on

on robot equipment; particularly in the

individual requests. There is a special

case of new products, there are various

organisation team to take care of all this.

introductory courses and practical

And not just of the programme – the

demonstrations for deepening trainees’

“training team” also arranges board and

basic knowledge and solving particular

lodging for the guests and often even

In-house
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Welding technology in
apparatus engineering
IF IT’S WELDABLE, THESE PEOPLE WELD IT . . .

In process engineering, the
know-how of the experienced
plant engineer is called for
again and again, stresses
Bernard-Pierre Ammann,
MD of COLD+HOT
Engineering AG in Rüti,
Switzerland. For the
apparatus engineer, one of
the special attractions of this
profession is the sheer variety
of the new tasks with

which he is constantly being
presented. This makes it
doubly important for him to
be able to concentrate on
the technology of the plant
that needs to be produced –
which is why he insists that
the welding machinery to
be used must be easy to
operate and must ensure
economical welding with
reliable quality.

The apparatus engineering firm
COLD+HOT Engineering AG in Rüti, in
the Swiss Canton of Zurich, works for
customers all over the world. Its client
reference list reads like a “Who’s who” of
international concerns, with such illustrious names as ABB Alstom, ABB
Sécheron, EMS-Chemie, Nestlé,
Givaudan, Hoffmann La Roche,
Müllermilch, Vibra, Von Roll Isola,
Cavitech, Clairant, Bobst, Schulthess,
Bayerische Milchindustrie or
Schwabenmilch. Through these clients,
the company exports throughout the
world: Apparatus and plant produced

Fronius 2001
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here are to be found in operation in

ever-new and changing challenges to his

spectrum of GMA welding tasks. Also, a

Malaysia, China, Chile, South Africa,

engineering and manufacturing-

combination of the MagicWave 2600 and

Guatemala, Russia, Pakistan and Korea,

technology know-how – for example

an orbital welding system is used for

to name but a few. The plants are e.g.

when defective heat exchangers or tube-

TIG-welding thousands of tubes onto

bearing-oil coolers for generators, spice-

bundles in old plants (often originally

the tubeplates of tube-bundle heat

drying installations, filters and filter

produced by a quite different supplier)

exchangers, with consistently flawless

cassettes, air conditioners for fabric-

have to be replaced with new ones. In

quality. A tube-to-tubesheet orbital

finishing, annular condensers for power

such cases, allowance has to be made

welding head and the FPA 2003 orbital

stations, flue-gas coolers for heat

for the existing main dimensions and

system controller have proved ideal here.

recovery in powdered-milk

installation conditions, yet while at the

manufacturing or coolers with

same time aiming at improved efficiency

detachable cap pieces and water boxes,

and service-friendliness. Alongside

Short production times –
reproducible quality

heat-exchanger tube bundles for new

individual and made-to-measure

Orbital welding is economically attractive

heat exchangers or as spare parts for

solutions, a choice of standardised and

when a high degree of weld replicability,

upgrading existing heat exchangers and

easily dismountable heat exchangers is

short production times and reproducible

exhaust-air recuperators. The list could

available for a wide spectrum of

quality with only the lowest possible

be made considerably longer!

performance data.

error rates are required. When the tubes

In principle, if a metal is weldable,

are welded into the tubeplates of the

shaped bearing-oil coolers with

the Swiss experts at Rüti will weld it. The

tube-bundle heat exchangers, all the

diameters of 2500 mm for the generators

choice of materials is dictated by the

tubes are first pushed up against the

of Chixoy power station in Guatemala,

process media; these include

sides of the boreholes by a conical or

1.2 tonnes of copper tubing (of diam.

environmental and corrosion conditions.

cylindrical tube-expander. After this, the

50 mm and wall-thickness 2 mm) were

The cost-efficiency of processing,

first weld is carried out, the seam is

processed, and welded using the Fronius

however, is the most important selection

evaluated and certain parameters are

TransPuls Synergic. Each of the five

criterion. The most frequently used

optimised if necessary, and then all the

stacked spirals has eight turns. The

materials are CrNi steels 1.4301, 1.4435

tubes are welded into place.

screw fixings are made of brass, and the

and 1.4571, and carbon steels, copper,

tube overhang supports are made of

brass and aluminium. The broad range of

pistol, the MagicWave 2600 welding

steamed beech-wood.

materials used requires a suitably high

power source and the FPA 2003 orbital

Similar processes –
different dimensions

level of qualification on the part of the

system controller makes it possible to

welding professionals and of their

input the energy and – where appropriate

equipment. Over and above the firm’s

– the filler metal separately. The use of

At COLD+HOT Engineering AG, the

already very high internal quality criteria,

pulsed-arc technology ensures that the

engineering solutions and drawings are

the market requires a guarantee from

weld pool solidifies in a controlled

elaborated with reference to the client’s

independent agencies regarding the

manner. The pistol works as standard

ideas and specifications and can be

capability of the production operations

with an electrode diameter of 2.4 mm

imported into the client’s system, in

and the quality of the workmanship. For

and a wire diameter of 0.8 mm, although

up-to-date form, after completion of the

this reason, the company is certified by

dimensions above and below this are

plant.

the German TÜV Technical Inspection

also possible. The maximum welding

Agency and the SVTI (Swiss Association

current is 200 A. Motorised arc-length

taking place in the plants are often very

for Technical Inspections). Experience

regulation is also available if needed. The

similar, the concrete applications and

has shown that the TÜV regulations, in

orbital welding heads used can weld

dimensions are so different in each

particular, enjoy a high degree of

tubes with diameters of between 6 mm

individual case that the apparatuses are

acceptance worldwide.

and 70 mm – and with either retracted,

An example: For each of four ring-

Although in principle the processes

TIG orbital welding with the P-20

basically always “one-off” jobs. When it

For around 2 /2 years now, Fronius

comes to elaborating the solutions, the

welding equipment has been in service in

tubeplates. Both the horizontal and

experienced process-plant engineer is

this company, with three TransPuls

vertical welding positions are possible.

much sought after: The clients present

Synergic 2700’s covering a broad

Up to a diameter of 26 mm, the

1

flush or projecting ends – into
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electrode works at an angle of 30° to the

operated directly from the welding

solid globule from forming at the tip of

tube axis, and parallel to it with larger

location. The MagicWave 2600 is one of

the electrode and ensuring smooth

diameters. The body of the machine and

the four TIG welding units that Fronius

re-ignition next time round. In spatter-

the torch of the welding head are water-

markets under the motto “Power Plus”.

free welding start-up, the digital

cooled via an 8 m long hosepack. The

Fronius defines this family of machines

technology (optimised for the Robacta

torch and wire nozzle are adjustable.

by their high power density, long duty

Drive torch system) ignites the arc with

cycle, ease of handling and large output

such precision that no spatter occurs.

FPA 2003 orbital system-controller

current. Their inverter technology

This type of ignition is particularly useful

(FPA = Fronius Process Automation). By

contributes to the long service life of the

with aluminium.

offering both intuitive and natural-

tungsten electrode and to the machines’

Different welding tasks call for different

language user prompting, the system

low electricity consumption, and thus to

arcs: Depending on the material, the

adapts completely to the particular

their low operating costs. The user

microprocessor chooses the most

needs of the welder and the situation in

interface is systematically arranged and

suitable type of process control and

which he is working. This control system

has been reduced to only a few separate

regulates the necessary pulse wave-

comes with 200 programs in which the

fields. The gas pre-flow and post-flow

shape. The machines work with such

standard values for most of the jobs

times are metered exactly by the

precision that each current pulse only

needed in the plant construction field are

microprocessor. Controlled by a fuzzy

detaches one single droplet of filler

stored before the machine even leaves

logic, the alternating current curves of

metal. This not only makes it possible to

the factory. The 360° of the orbital seam

the AC arc ensure a high degree of

weld without any spattering, but also –

to be welded are subdivided into nine

process stability.

especially at the lower end of the power

freely definable parameter records. The

“Digital through and through” – is the

range – to work very exactly. In this way,

machine regulates the length of the arc

epithet that Fronius uses to draw

a 0.8 mm thick sheet can be welded with

and controls not only the welding

attention to its TransPuls Synergic 2700

a 1.2 mm thick wire electrode. The digital

parameters but also the wirefeed, the

MIG/MAG pulsed-arc machine. The

control keeps the arc a constant length;

torch oscillation, the rotation axis of the

portable MIG pulsed-arc unit with four-

even when the stick-out changes, hardly

torch and the forming gas. It also has an

roller wire drive weighs only 27 kg and

any welding spatter occurs. With

interface for remote servicing via modem

works with a 270 A welding current.

reference to the wire diameter of the

(tele-maintenance). After the end of

Together with a digital signal processor,

material, the user can choose from 67

welding, the parameters are printed out

the interactive power-source manager

optimised pulsed-arc and standard

and the order documents are attached.

controls the entire sequence of

characteristics. A single turn of the dial

Also, when it comes to ensuring that the

operations. Although the system is

is all that is needed to set the power. All

welding work on a project is performed

organised on a decentralised basis, the

the other parameters are automatically

economically and in guaranteed quality,

information on the operational state at

“co-adjusted” in synergic mode.

users have found it extremely useful that

any one time is available centrally. The

once the parameters for similar welding

ignition sequence is optimised down to

operations have been fixed and stored

the last detail and digitally programmed

on memory card or diskette, they can

to ensure the same consistently high

easily be retrieved and re-used again and

quality. The welder can select whichever

again. The controller can also be

of two different ignition variants better

programmed via a PC notebook and the

suits the application in question – either

“FPA Manager” software.

conventional welding start-up or spatter-

System control is provided by the

free welding start-up. In conventional

Solid basis for
economical welding

welding start-up, the ignition parameters
are exactly tailored to the diameter and
quality of the wire, and the arc ignites

If a welding machine is to give effective

quietly and without jerking. At the end of

service, it is a great help if it offers clear

welding, a controlled current impulse

user prompting and can be conveniently

sheds the molten droplet, preventing a

Fronius 2001
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Picture at top:
For this ring-shaped bearing-oil cooler with a
diameter of 2500 mm for the generators of Chixoy
power station in Guatemala, 1.2 tonnes of copper
tubing (of diam. 50 mm and wall-thickness 2 mm)
were processed, and welded using the Fronius
TransPuls Synergic 2700.

Picture at left:
The apparatus engineer insists that the welding
machinery to be used must be easy to operate
and must ensure economical welding, yet with
reliable quality.

Picture at right:
The apparatus engineer takes the huge variety of
different assignments for granted – indeed, this is
one of the special attractions of this profession.
For him, it is important to be able to concentrate
on fulfilling the requirements of the plants to be
produced.

Case study
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Inquisitive, impassioned,
uncompromising characters
THESE ARE THE BRAINS BEHIND THE BEST FRONIUS INNOVATIONS

They know exactly what they
want: To go crashing through
brick walls head-first –
preferably right now. Nothing
and no-one can keep them
from doing it. And they won’t
rest until they have done.
Only once they’ve reached
their goal does their adrenalin
count drop and their
pulse-rate slow down – and
only then do “normal” people
manage to get on with them
again. Until the next madcap
idea takes hold of them ...
All something of an
exaggeration, of course,
but there’s more than a grain
of truth in it.

Fronius 2001
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In case you hadn’t guessed, we’re

fiercely that you’re almost afraid they’ll

what they’re after, not just once but over

talking about Fronius developers. They’re

come to blows; others are quietly

and over again. People whose motto

often like victims of a curious obsession.

reading the paper, and – yes – there

could be: “It can be done – you just wait

And the symptoms are the same with

really are two or three people sitting at

and see!”. To be sure, attitudes like

nearly all of them: It almost always starts

desks and giving the impression of

these give them a mildly eccentric image

with a “Hey, just think ... what if ...

actually doing some work! In fact,

– which they’re actually quite proud of.

imagine if you could ...” and so on. Then

though, all of them are working. The

And the success of this approach is

they all start fooling around, having a

point is, “work” looks rather different for

borne out by the latest developments,

good laugh, taking the thing to more and

developers. Thinking, analysing,

which will be described below, and all of

more ridiculous extremes, until a thought

questioning, arguing, suggesting,

which will be on display in Essen.

is sparked in one or more of the

inventing, problem-solving etc. – all

assembled heads, grows into a vague

these are activities which can only come

many details of these Fronius

notion, then finally takes root as a clear

about in a stimulating atmosphere in

developments, you’ll soon notice that

and definite idea that simply has to be

which there are opportunities for sharing

Fronius offers complete welding

turned into reality, come what may. And

with others as well as sitting there

systems: all-inclusive concepts

then the work begins ...

quietly doing some solitary daydreaming.

embracing everything from the know-

The digital machine series, for example,

how to the interfaces, and from the user

which has been such a worldwide

interfaces to the welding torch. Holistic

success, was largely conceived over

thinking is writ large.

“These developers
are crazy!”

By the way, when you look at the

table-football and “R&D coffee”.
Talking of “work”, though, it might come

The special thing about the Fronius

Resonant intelligence
with MMA welding

as something of a shock to the non-

R&D team is not only that every single

initiated to see the way they work in the

member of the team has an absolute

Development Department: Here is a

passion for the subject, but that these

What the developers have achieved here

merry group standing around the

are all exceptionally inquisitive, versatile,

is another perfect illustration of what we

table-footy (foosball) table and engaged

ambitious and headstrong characters

described above: They were aiming not

in heated debate; there a few individuals

with a wide range of different interests.

at incremental improvements upon a

gazing into empty space; in a corner at

The sort who never settle for the merely

preceding model, leading to changes

the back of the room they’re laughing,

satisfactory solution, but only for the

which might have proved satisfactory for

joking, drinking coffee and arguing so

very best one possible. Revolutions are

some people some of the time, but at

Totally R & D
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nothing less than setting an entirely new

welding machines on the market only

standard. Which they certainly

manage to produce a stable arc by

sources will be computer-networkable

succeeded in doing. This new type of

having a loud arc. Things were always a

via EtherNet and TCP/IP, and will each

inverter comes with resonant

lot quieter with Fronius, of course. But

have their own IP addresses. In the

intelligence, meaning that an intelligent

the developers reckoned they could

same way as any computer anywhere

control system automatically provides a

invent an even quieter arc, and so they

in the world that is on the Internet is

soft and stable arc. And the “resonant

did: Active Wave: A digital signal

“networked”, now you can operate and

inverter principle” ensures that there is

processor does continuous real-time

control all power sources from

always sufficient power in reserve,

computations to determine which

especially in the critical range. This

waveform will permit the highest-

results in an ideal characteristic, with all

possible arc stability with the lowest-

data interface is currently the most

electrodes, even cellulose ones. Four

possible noise emissions. “Quiet waters

important one in the factory automation

machines are available at present –

run deep”, as they say, and so it is with

field. Fronius now offers an OPC server

TransPocket 1100/1500/1500 RC/1500

the new MagicWave 1600/2200 and

so that all the data from the welding

TIG, whose design was also radically

TransTig 2200 welding machines, which

process can be made available for

re-thought, and three of which even

also have outstanding ignition

documentation purposes.

permit TIG welding.

characteristics, offer a completely new

Sshhh: A hush descends
on TIG welding –
with Active Wave
Fronius’ already very extensive TIG range

- Networking: From now on, all power

anywhere else.
- OPC: This non-manufacturer-specific

- RCU 5000i: The most innovative LCD

operating system with the JobMaster TIG

remote-control unit ever. Simple,

torch, can automatically shape the

logical user-prompting with a

electrode cap, and much more besides.

systematic menu structure and
dialogue elements; structured around

The revolution
never ends

the activities performed by various user
groups
- VR 4040: Constant-force – and thus

has been joined by a new group of
machines: quiet ones. It’s said that a true

The Digital Revolution – one of Fronius’

trouble-free – unreeling unit for 40 kg

welder does much of his work with his

most successful product-series ever – is

aluminium spools for automated

ears. If the arc is too loud, though, it’s

now being given extra features to make

welding

difficult for him to make these

it even more unbeatable. Here are some

judgements by ear. Many of the TIG

examples:

Fronius 2001
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“... a permanent
state of mind”
Thinking: Fronius R&D
people do it all the time.
At Fronius, “development” is not
just a nice-sounding buzzword,
but something that is lived out in
practice. Development happens
just about all the time. It is a
continual process that is an
integral part of the system.
This whole field of work is
relatively loosely structured, and
the team enjoys wide-ranging
freedoms (as we saw at the
beginning of this article), as the
job of coming up with innovative
ideas is not one that you can
push into a rigid straitjacket. Thus
it is that a developer’s work rarely
finishes for the day when he
leaves the office, but is still going
through his mind when he’s
eating his supper, wallowing in
the bathtub, out hiking in the
mountains or sitting in front of the
TV, and so on.

The latest
developments
at a glance:
2001: Laser-hybrid welding
Active Wave, for quiet arcs on
TIG machines
New type of inverter for MMA
welding: Resonant intelligence for
an ideal characteristic
Total networking for the digital
machines
Intelligent, completely revamped
LCD remote-control unit, with
logical user prompting
1999: Robacta Drive: Drive unit directly
in the torch
1998: Launch of the Digital Revolution:
The world’s first-ever fully
digitised MIG/MAG power
sources

The following figures will give you
a good idea of the importance
that Fronius attaches to its R&D
Department:
1981: 3 staff
2001: 53 staff
The average age of our
developers is 31.
Annual R&D outlays amount to
5.5 % of annual Group turnover.

Another testimony to the inspired and original
work that goes on in the R&D Department is
the new series of MMA units: Four
TransPocket machines that all come with an
astonishing new type of intelligence – resonant
intelligence. With it, these inverter models are
guaranteed to provide ideal characteristics.

Totally R & D
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Original
or
fake?
FIELD-TEST OF
CONTACT TUBES

It happens in every other industry, and

The imitation contact tubes were

The tests at the Scheuch company were

sintered ones. Fronius uses only drawn

performed with standard welding on

contact tubes, as the disadvantages of

steel, using an AW 5000 torch, and

sintered contact tubes are well-known

in a power range of between 220 A and

and obvious:

240 A.

- Poorer current transmission due to the

The trial was carried out over a period of

less homogeneous surface; the

two months. The results of the

negative effect that this has on the

comparative tests are as follows:

welding process is particularly

- Contact tube: The authentic Fronius

noticeable at higher amperages.
- In turn, poorer electrical conductivity
means bigger secondary arcs in the

contact tube was found to have twice
as long a service life as the imitation.
- Spatter-guard: The Fronius spatter-

contact tube; this has a particularly

guard had a service life that was 3 to

negative effect on the welding process

4 times longer than that of the

during pulsed-arc welding.

“competing” product’s white (Teflon)
spatter-guard.

the welding industry is no exception: As

The workmanship of the contact tubes is

soon as a branded article is launched,

reasonably good (surfaces and rounded,

along come other producers who try to

burr-free edges); in the middle of the

the test showed that the Fronius

imitate it. Especially with wearing-parts.

contact tube there is a pipe cavity. The

originals had a service life approx.

And just like in any other industry, there

hardness is HB 110.5; by way of

2–3 times longer than the imitations.

are quality differences between the

comparison, E-Cu has HB 42, and

With these tests, Fronius set out to

original and the imitation. Recent field

Fronius CuCuZr HB 123. If these contact

provide cast-iron proof of what every

testing revealed how drastic these

tubes are used on a Robacta 500,

manufacturer of branded articles already

differences are in the case of welding

Robacta 700, AW 7000 or AW 5000,

knows anyway – namely, that there are

equipment.

there are proven problems with welding

quality differences between originals and

spatter, as the imitation contact tubes

imitations. Which of these the purchaser

of Fronius contact tubes, in two separate

have a groove. This lets spatter get into

opts for is his or her own decision, of

series of trials – one of them in the

the thread and damage the torch body!

course. The important thing here is to

Fronius plant in Pettenbach, Austria, the

On authentic Fronius contact tubes there

remember that there are other factors to

other at the Scheuch company in

is no such groove, and the contact tip

consider apart from just the price.

Aurolzmünster, Austria.

has a neck projection so that the thread

The tests were performed on copies

- Gas nozzle: With the gas nozzles, too,

is completely covered.

Pipe cavity

Pipe cavity: A hollow which is formed inside a
casting during solidification, either as a result of
volume contraction or due to the discharge of
gases that were dissolved in the liquid metal. Pipe
cavities reduce the strength of the contact tube.

Fronius 2001
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Way back
then in
Essen ...
A LONG-TIME FRONIUS
MAN REMINISCES
For nearly 30 years now,
Fronius has been a “regular”
at Essen. Even back then,
Essen was regarded as the
world’s premier welding
engineering fair. A long-time
Fronius man* was there right
from the very beginning...

and painted. A novel feature was that all

120. The excitement is mounting, and

the electrical wiring had to be laid

with it the curiosity. But whatever else

underground. We dug everything up,

happens, you can be sure of one thing:

then filled it in again and covered it over

At the end the call will go out: “Let’s

with sheet metal and studded rubber

waltz!”.

matting. After the fair was over, we dug

*Herbert Dorninger can look back on exactly
40 years with Fronius and is now MD of Fronius
Deutschland.

all the wiring up again ... The machines
themselves were exhibited on octagonal
podiums. On the last day, we danced on
these podiums – the “Blue Danube
Waltz”. What else?!
Also for the first time in 1981, we
arranged trips to the fair for our Austrian
customers. For around 140 people each
time. This was the start of the now
legendary “Austrian Evening”.

From 35 m2 to over 800 m2
In 1989, the fair-stand was completely

It was 1973. I had just come back to

erected and tested in Wels before being

Fronius Wels after several years for the

dismantled again and taken to Essen.

firm in Vienna, and was put to work in

Not only was this like having a dress

the customer order-processing field.

rehearsal, but it also had the advantage

They were in the middle of preparing for

that Austrian customers who were

Essen. It was not long to go until the first

unable to go all the way to Essen could

time that Fronius would exhibit at this

come and visit us at home. Although

fair, so people were getting more and

when it comes to “all the fun of the fair”,

more excited. Some of the excitement in

of course, there’s no substitute for the

the lead-up to this first-ever trip to Essen

real thing: In 1989, around 270 guests –

was due to the fact in those days you

variously clad in lederhosen, dirndls and

still needed a carnet to take the goods

tartan kilts – had an unforgettable time in

across the border, and no-one really new

Düsseldorf’s “Brauerei Schumacher”

how to deal with it correctly. Finally, all

brewery, at the first International Evening.

the exhibits were loaded onto a 3.5 t

And, as always, the evening waltzed to a

lorry and driven to Essen by way of the

close in inimitable Austrian style.

Customs Office in Wels! There were 3

In 1993, the stand was test-built again

people in the fair team. 9 people came

and this time used for an in-house fair

later in a VW van to visit the fair and look

before being taken to Essen. The same

around. Our first booth in Essen was a

again in 1997. In 1997, the big theme was

princely 35

m2

small.

1973: Gas-shielded CPT 200
VarioStar 150 with program
module
Transductor-regulated welding
rectifier
Primus transformers
1977: WTU series
1981: World’s first primary transistorswitched gas-shielded welding
unit
CPT and FMG gas-shielded
welding units with program cards
for CO 2 or mixed gas as “singledial machines”
1985: Water-tight welding rectifier
(in aquarium tank!)
Frowig 360 AC/DC
Transarc 500 in a new outfit with a
TR 19 program remote-control
unit
1989: Welding-torch presentation
TT 330 and 450
Automation components
WTU 305
Frowig 160
1993: MW 2000 with fuzzy logic
TIG hot-wire
TPS 330/450
“Bike-powered” TIG welding using
the dynamo as the power source!
1997: Digital Revolution

“virtual welding” – anybody with any

In 1977, the trade-fair team were

self-respect had to prove their bravery

busy again. In 1981, all the Austrian staff

by venturing into the “Cave”. The red

working at the booth donned national

Fronius oval was everywhere to be seen.

costume – the ladies their “dirndls”, the

The Essen highlights
in retrospect:

And now we’ve got to 2001 – the 8 th

gentlemen their loden jackets. In those

time that Fronius will be at Essen. From

days, we erected our booth ourselves

its humble beginnings as a 35 m 2 booth,

in-situ, with the aid of Fronius’ own

the Fronius stand has grown to over

in-house carpenter – all in laborious

800 m2; whereas is was manned by 3

handiwork. So we busily sawed, planed

people the first time, this year it’ll be

t – 28
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When the family gets
together ...
A two-day-long gathering of the Fronius
Family – 1200 people from 36 countries.
Things got off to a relaxing start with a
lakeside picnic in the Toskana Park in
Gmunden, which set the mood for the
whole reunion. Then it was off to
Pettenbach for the “Late Night Show”,
including a virtual tour of the new plant.
The next day, things got serious at last,
even though many participants were
looking somewhat the worse for wear
after all the fun of the previous evening.
But business is business, and so the
morning was given over to news reports
about Fronius and its customers. This
was followed by lunch, which brought
this year’s Family Get-Together to a
close.

The company
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Plain and simple, reduced to
the essentials. The new plant.

It has taken only 9 months to
build the most advanced
production building in Fronius’
history: Pettenbach 319.
This brief address stands first
and foremost for Fronius’ new
and hyper-efficient torch
production facility, but also
for a clear and precise
architectural concept.
The decision was taken on 21.5.1999:

whom the Fronius project team had

straightforward. Even the materials used

The old torch production facility was

approached with some very concrete

take a “back-to-basics” approach,

going to have to be replaced by a brand

ideas about what they wanted.

comprising aluminium, steel, glass,

new one. On this date, the official project

The starting point was an optimised

concrete and timber.
Thus it is that a new plant has come

assignment to expand Fronius’ torch

production flow. The overall conception

production capacity was given to a

of the building was thus completely

into being with 6,600 m2 of gross floor

9-person team. To begin with, nobody

process-oriented. Every single detail

space – more than enough for the

had any idea what form the final result

shows how the architectural concept

120 staff who currently produce 36,000

was going to take, although the overall

accommodated these processes. The

welding torches p.a. there. The building

goal was absolutely clear: it was to be

main feature of the new production

is designed for an annual production of

the best welding-torch production facility

building is an axis along which all the

90,000 torches, although in such a way

in the whole world. And this goal was

production activities take place in a clear

that it can easily be enlarged – because

uncompromisingly pursued. The

and logically arranged way. The

this, too, is an integral part of its

commission was awarded to the

structural design and overall impression

architectural concept: Growth.

architectural practice of Hofbauer, Wels,

are correspondingly simple and
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Pettenbach 319

36,000
welding torches

6,600 m2

The company
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120 staff

Fronius 2001
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Austria

Germany

Switzerland

France

Norway

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Ukraine

FRONIUS INTERNATIONAL GMBH • Buxbaumstrasse 2 • A 4600 Wels •
Tel: +43 7242 241-0 • Fax: +43 7242 241-394 • E-Mail: sales@fronius.com
AUSTRIAN SALES • Tel: +43 7242 241-310 • Fax: +43 7242 241-349 • E-Mail: sales.austria@fronius.com
FRONIUS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH • Liebigstrasse 15 • D 67661 Kaiserslautern •
Tel: +49 631 351 27-0 • Fax: +49 631 351 27-50 • E-Mail: sales.germany@fronius.com
FRONIUS SCHWEIZ AG • Oberglatterstrasse 11 • CH 8153 Rümlang •
Tel: +41 1 817 99 44 • Fax: +41 1 817 99 55 • E-Mail: sales.switzerland@fronius.com
FRONIUS FRANCE SARL • 13 avenue Félix Louat-B.P. 195 • F 60306 Senlis Cedex •
Tel: +33 3 44 63 80 00 • Fax: +33 3 44 63 80 01 • E-Mail: sales.france@fronius.com
FRONIUS NORGE AS • Tegleverksvn., Aaserud Ind. område • N 3057 Solbergelva •
Tel: +47 32 23 20 80 • Fax: +47 32 23 20 81 • E-Mail: sales.norway@fronius.com
FRONIUS ČESKÁ REPUBLIKA S.R.O. • V Olˇs inách 1022 42 • CZ 100 00 Praha 10 •
Tel: +420 2 72 74 23 69 • Fax: +420 2 72 73 81 45 • E-Mail: sales.czechrepublic@fronius.com
FRONIUS ČESKÁ REPUBLIKA S.R.O. • Priemyselná 1 • SK 91701 Trnava •
Tel: +421 33 551 30 39 • Fax: +421 33 550 17 61 • E-Mail: sales.slovakia@fronius.com
FRONIUS FACKEL GMBH • S.Knyashitshi • Brovarskogo R-NA • Kievskaya OBL.; 07455 •
Tel: +380 4494 627 68 • Fax: +380 4494 627 67 • E-Mail: sales.ukraine@fronius.com

40,0006,2136 GB 6.700

Nd: YAG laser, 4 kW

www.fronius.com

